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VERY SHORT TENDER NOTICE 

Sub. Supply of Musur Dal, Mustard Oil and lodised Salt at Govt. approved rates 

to different ICDS Projects in Bankura district 

NCCF, Kolkata intends to supply 1626.30 Qtls. - Musur Dal, 20410 Ltr. Mustard 

Oil and 201.50 Qtls. - lodised Salt at Govt. approved rates to different ICDS Projects in 

Bankura district. Project wise supply is to be completed immediately. 

Interested enlisted, sound and well experienced Supplier(s) of NCCF, Kolkata 

Branch are requested to contact with us immediately and submit their offer by 

14/12/2022 upto 6.00 pm enabling us to proceed further. 

Supply will be F.O.R. destination i.e. upto ICDS Projects. 

Selection of bidder will be made on the basis of Maximum Margin offered for 

NCCF and lowest rate quoted. 

NCCF will be at liberty to distribute the quantity of material/ work (40% 

maximum) to be supplied among all the technically eligible bidders (bidders 

who qualifty the eligibility criteria and have deposited requisite earnest 

money alongwith their bids) at the lowest accepted rates by the Tendering 

organization subject to acceptance of the lowest rates by the bidders other 

than L1, after acceptance of NCCFs offer by the Tendering Organization. 

NCCF shall be at liberty to terminate the empanelment of the Business 

Associate if it is found that they have competed with NCCF in a particular bid 

either directly or in partnership/JV with some other firm. 

NCCF may accept/ reject the offer without any reason whatsoeyer. 
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